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Computer technology has become widespread in the operation
, of 16cal government in recent years. A 1975 survey found that
more than 90 percent of cities with populations over 50,000

A and countiee, over 100,000 were using eActronic data processing
in some form. The computer can store, manipulate, andretrieve.
a variety or data elements simultaneously from multiple sources
for multiple fur,ctions. Yet local govarnments have used zowput4rs

k

mainly for the 1.-outine vocess... ing of basic. functions that are
increasingly costly and impractical wit manual procedures.
Computer technology 'has not been used t any great eNtent
to streamline a variety of local government operations and to
aggregate data needed, to improve managethent decision making.

Ten federal agencies formed the Urban Information Systems
,InterrAgency Comittee (USAC)* in 1968' in'an effort/to advance o''
the application of computer technology among local govermients
The USAC Program, which began in 1970, provided grants to six
municipalities to develop integrated, computerbased qt formation.
systems that wpuld,automate selected muncipal.functions--mostly
in the rapidly growing area of delivery of serVices--and, as a
byproduct, provide data for management,decision making.

*The .Department of Housing and Urtivn Development, Transportation,
Health, E ucation and Welfare, Labor, Commerce, Justice the
Bureau of the Budget (now:the Office of Management and Bi.dget),
the Offic of Economic Opportunity, the Office of Civil Defense
(now 'he'Defense Civil Preparedness Agency) in the Department
of the Army, and the National Science Foundation.

1



Ap the funding of USAC was nearing an end-, (federal financial:

assistance was terminated k on June.30, 1975), the DepartMentof Housing,

andL... Urban Development (Hub , the lead member of2the USAC consortium,

reque/ stedthe National Research Council to'istablis a panel'to assess

the esuits: of the program.
rThe USAC Support Panel- spent one year'ea visitingand talking with

off4ials in the, USAC cities ** and other locaCgovernments that have

similar systems. .,

In general, the panel found that the USAC Program, although it A

has)had a .significant impact, on the development of inform. -ion..systems

among local goVernments, had not met some of its stated objectives.

The' rogram has contributed a body of knoWlenge aboutchow to approach

the velopmT of information systeMs, has ssdeMonstrated the importance

volving lected and appointed officials in the deVelopment
cess, and has pioneered in the of com2uter technology

to a Wide-variety of municipal functions.' ,

Nevertheless, the program faired tO-meet some-of its objectives

becausg USAC underestImated theAcost and complexity of developing an

extensive integratedinformaLion system within(a.limited time frame.

The USAC eoncept_imposed too much too quickly. The program demonstrated'
thai-Integrated informaLion systems in local .government lahould be

developed incroentallyy over ar. extended irio,1 of time.

The USAC Program, however, did identify a number of important

prindig.les that need to be adopted by ocal goVernments in developing..

, an integrated information system: The rincples include, but are not
I .

limited to: theneed for an effective anageme5kstructure that assures

the involvement of top...management i<i :! stemtidevelsaRment, involving

,d44.rtment eads and other key userso the, system during ail phas4s of

development, and a. long-range plan to tilde the development procevs.
1 I

Amon Ovhe specifiC elgments that ,the panel examined in the USAC

Program were the cost and benefit relationships of ,information systems;'

and whether the systems,.or the compoiTelts wlifhin any system can be

:transferred 'from one local governMent to another. In terms of costs and

'.)enefits, the IJSAC Program yiglded little data, 'largely because of-its
I

research and development thrust. Costs can be estimated fairly,

accuri.z,telY, but quantifying the particular b1enefits has proved

difficult because benefits often are viewed 'subjectively.

c' The transfer of workable.corepts, .proven programs, or evengroups

Of programs, is a viable approa:h to `develop ififormation systems,

although more needs` to beAcnown about the process-for making transfers.

The number of transfers thae;have taken place are few,' but the

tedhnique is likely to'be used more frequently in the years ahead,-
"

. b

. .1
1

*'The; USAC ciies.ar,..: Charlotte, North 'Carolina; Dayton, Ohio;
. , .

Long Bei.'"ch, Ca ifornia; Wichita, Falls, .Texas; and. Reading,
t..._

Pennsylvania. I, sixth city, 'St. Paul, 'iiinneaota, dropped out

of the Ut. ' Program.



..1
largely because of the savings in development costs. .

The panel also examined the impliations manifested,in the -change
from manual record keePing to toMpUterizedfrecord systems on personal
privapy, data confidentiality,data_access,,and-tompaer security;
Although most-,local governmentshave not adequately addressed the
problems of persdhal pri.Zracy, thOanel found that two cities--Charlotte,
North Carolina, and Wichita ,Fa ls, Texas-r-haveenacted-local ordinances
which' govern, the accesss to d confidentiality of sensitive personal
data. The panel al-so-note that local. governments faced confli,cting and \\

unresolved concerns- when-the privacy issue is juxtaposed with the
openness required,of a public' body.. The basicelements netesSau air a

- plan toaddress privacy and related issues by loccf governments .are
dicussed..in this report.- -

:RECOMMENDATIONS
-

.1. . An'information systems resource center* needs to be established to
.-provideimfbrmatipn.about.ihi applicatibf computer teohOolOgy and*
offer. general assistance in the development of information systeds.,
2. This center ahquld have the-capability seminars and

.

WotkshOps on the uses of information syStm's in lo'cal:'government and
-- :

tOcffer general assists nce in the, development of information systems:''
0. :.,,,-ra.- An echication program should. be deyeloped to provide 'a better

--understanding of the technical and managerial aspects of computer -based
,.

information systems in local government, ',

1 .. \ \ . o

. 4. lcseries of dotume te'd and monitored ex.peridents .the transfer
of computer technology ould be undertaken to identify the processes

,

that;underlie the success ul transfer of information systeM prbgra I

s.
. _

and'components..
. .

: 5. ', An analysis Of data prOcessing applications should be:Undeita en
to define better metbOds cfdetermining the tostibenefit relations ips
of computer-base& inforiation systems.
6.. Thecenter should be capable of developing background informa

. on mechanisms Available/fig local governpegts for dealing with the
issues of data access and privacy. - .

fi

. ,
. ,

( *Thedonce -of an- information.sYstems. resource center---ap'pears
. , .

frequently n several of the 'recommendations bere. 'Jn' Completing
its' initial draft 'of the report, the panel was asked by, thl Department

:(:)f Housing and Urbanjlevelopment to' describe- More completely the
alternatives for the fission, grganiz,:rition.,, operation,, and funding

of an-Infordation Sys ems Resource Center. The Panel:S preliminary's
conclusions, tlhith are based on the findkngs of this.study_and She.
perceiyed trer'id towar less federal_contrdl, are that the center Should-
be .controlled by loo governments and should strive for. self .-

sufficientfinancin The ..panel's final conclusions and recommendations .9
regarding,the prop sed center will be the subject'of a laterreport.

ion

.1

.ti
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7: The federal and state governments should estalllish a
la

incentive

program for intergovernragnAal e,bopration in aonjunction 'with the ,us'a

of federal resources to develop or .,imirove information -systems: -.-- .



CHAPTER .1

Introduction

This repoirt culminates one year of work:in assessing the Urban_
Information Systems Inter-Agency Committee (USAC) Program. .

:At the request of the 'Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD), the lead agency for interagency and contract coordination in
thy, USAC- Program, a USAC Support Panel was created in July 1974, to
assess the prograM. The multi-disciplinary panel was constituted
under the Committee. on Tel-aommunicatIpns of the National Research
Council, the principal operating agena of the National Academy of
Sciences-and the National Academy of Engineering.

The report deals with the:role federal assistance can take, in the
future developments of information systems by local governments.- It

Primarily addresses the mayora,-COuncil members, county commissioners,
city and county' managers, and policy-making official in local
government.

.dne feature of this report is a digest of lessons learned from the
USAC experience that the panel belieVes wild be useful to focal
government officials in deciding what action: to take in developing or
improving existing information systems'througrethe applicatiOn'of,
computer Lechno?ogy.

This is not a technical report; although some computer jargon is
used out of necessity. On the whole, however,. the. panel has
assiduously avoided the use of technical terms and references.
Neither .is the report a "how-to-,da-it" guide. The intent of the
report; is to,convey -,1.0 local government execuliAes and managersl,
whO may not have technical,backgrounds-and,may be apprehensive \
about computer technology, a synoptic presentation of the panel -'s
assessment of the USAC Program. *Based on what was learned in talking
with afficiali, in the USAC and non -USAC cities and on the individual
expertise of the panelists, the:report draws some general concluSions
on the factors that"'are considered essenEial to information system -

development. It also details sortie of'the experience encountered'
by the.citiec through trial and error, sometimes with painfully
instructive Zonsequences.

The non - technical approacll'in prep ring this report grew out of a
series of discussione between the panel embers and HUD. officials

5



regarding. the panel's task. The HUD.officials, stated thatthe

mOst .ileful7 report would interpret for local government executives

unfamiliar with computer technology .the intent of the USAC Program:ead

provide a. summary of ;the principles and experiences that had emerged

from the federallySponsored demonstration program.
Therefore, for those persons who have followed the program closely,

particularra its technical aspects,Lthis report will not add
significantly to what has already been writtc..i Many documents dealing

with the technical phase of the program were prepared by the USAC

cities to'fulfill the progrou requirements. Most of thoSe documents

are available'through the National Technical Information..Service

(NTIS), U.S. Department of Commerce, Springfield, Va. 22161.

Abstracts of 210 USAC.reports are available under the bibliographic

reference, "Urban Information Systems,,,,Part II, USAC Reports." The

number is tNTIS /PS- 75/624, and the.cgs of the USAC abstract is

$25: HUD hae 4published an "Index,tO Municipal Information SyAtems
Publicationl" which lists documents that are available through NTIS

and the price of each document, .The index can be obtained by writing

HUD 451 Seventh Street SW ,'Washington, D.C. 20410. In-addition,
)

I $

many consultants and-Jog:al government organizations have studied,

or in other ways contributed to the USAC Program, and some of their-
/ --4

findings are-also available through NTIj.

-5
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CHAPTER .2
'

The Origins of USAC

Early in 1968, officials.. in the Department of Housing and
_Urban Development (HUD), met with representatives of-other federal
agenCies concerned with the developMent of urban informatioa Systems..
These discussions led.to an agreement to create a federa1:mechanism.
to support the development of urban information systems for local
goyernments.

On September 10, 1968, the Secretary of HUD, with the concurrence
of other interested Federal agencies, created the Urban Information
Systems Inter-Agency,Committee (USAC)..USAC was, to encourage and
recommend "fiscal-support for municipal information systems:research
and develdp-ient efforts from Federal- agencies involved, supplemented
by resources from Municipalitiesand Other sources." The program's_
primary objecbive,-as stated in the Request for Proposal was(REP);
",to, create a-capability for_combining the great1y.increased human,
material, and financial resources togeffiii-with the most recent
level of technological development of computer -based information
systems." The purpose was "to _stimulate thedevelOpment of urban
information systems by several orders of magnitude over the past."

The stated objectives of USAC were:

To improve the decision-making capabilities of municipalities.

To loster.research and development on a broad scale, looking at
issues such as data standardization, confidentiality of data, and
the implication'of information systems on administrative organizations.

To insure that information systems were based on data generated
by existing muriicipal operations.

To develop solutionc to the problem of technology transfer among
municipalities with differing methods and practices.

On July 31, 1969, USAC issued an RFP, inviting' responses on two
levels. One was for an integrated municipal information system



(IMIS)* commonly referred to as a "total" system. The other was for

a series of integrated subsystems, e.g., public safety,-human resources

develepment, physical and economic development, and public finance.

Accordingto the RFP:

- ,

The subsystem would -normally involve the functional

'integration of the information requirements of two or

more departments in the administrative structure of the

municipality; that is, thc informUtion requirements of

departments sharing responsibility for the satisfaction

of a particular function would be integrated into a

Subsystem. The int-esza,t)on of the information

subsystems, covering all__of the functions of the
_

municipality, would constitute an integrated municipal

information dYstem.

In a cover letter'abooppanying the RFP, USAC estimated that "an

.effort within a cost range .of $2 million- to $3 million to be appropriate

cost over a maximum period of, three years for development of an'

.integrated municipal information system;/and a cost range of $300,000

to 5-0O:000 to, be an appropriate cost over a maximum period of two

yeafi for.development of a functional (sub) system."

Invitations to, respond to the RFP were sent to all 359

municipalities in the target popufation grcqp (50,000 to 500,000)

..digible for the program. A total of 79 cities submitted 99 proposals.

After extensive review, six proposals were officially accepted by

USAC in'March /970, Awards went to Charlotte, North Carolina, 77 d

Wichita Falls, Texas, to develop integrated municipal informa",, .

\

systems. Awards for integrated subsystems went to Daytpn, Ohio, for

public finance; Long Beach, California, for public safety; Reading,

Pennsylvania, physical] and economic development; and St. , Paul,

Minnesota, human resources'development. Y)-

Each of the six cities were directed CO develop computer-based

information systems in) five phases: (1) analysis of existing city

processes; (2) conceptualization of an integrated system; (3) 'systems

design; (4) development,. which included programming, and testing; and

(5) implementation.

I

* A computerbased inegrated municipal information system (IMIS) is

a system in which ideally all the major functions and sub-functions
/

of urban government are, by plan, built uPon shared data bases. The

data bases relate to people, property, and, money and thereby provide

urban officials with the-capability to Aeal with the interlocking

relationships that exist in the management of municipal government. 1

This concept is discussed further in Chapter III.

if
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USAC terminated the St. Paul project in September-1971, and
provided for a contract extension to May 1972, to Complete the-project

. documentation.* The:project termination resulted; at least in Part,
from the inherent difficulty encountered by St: Paulin developing
an information system for human resources, which included such services
as manpower, health, welfare, education, and recreatio.. These

.;serviceS,are provided by a wide variety of city, county, state, -and
private agencies: Thus, for a single municipality, to attempt,, as
St. Paul did,, to develop,a comprehensive, integrated information
subsystem to cover a complex and fragmented array of services, most .

of which it did not control, -was practically imposSible. For similar
reasons, the two other USAC cities that received grants for total
information systems were unable to develop human resources subsysteMs.

Overall, $26 million was_spent on the USAC Program over the',five
year span of its research anddevelopment. Of -this, the federal
agencies contributed $20 million, and the six municipalities the
remainder. Among the federal agencies, HUD. contributed the most,

milliOn, and HEW next with $4.8 million.

/

/

+This.documentation includes: "Human Resources Develbpment Subsyptem,
Final Project Evaluation Report", University of Minriesota,
1972; "Human Resources Development Subsystem, Final/Project Reprt,"
City of St. Paul and Aries Corporation, May 1972; and David Hi es,
"St. Paul: Anatomy of a Failure," Clarement College Californi

9
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CHAPTER 3

Management Needs of

Local Government
"It is no exaggeratipn to state that the computer has probably

contributed more to our current management development than has any

other single entity."-Terry, "Principles of Management" (1)

As la as the-4940's and 1950-1s, most municipal gove'rnments
.

still limite _their .activ%ties to traditional functions, such as

police and fir6 protection, cleaning-and
1
repairing streets, and

collectinvgarbage:' During this period and continuing into /the

1960's, a number of things occurred that applied increasing pressure

to local go)ernments and strained the ability of officials to respond

\\to the,needs f the people b+ing served. By 1970, for example,

population pat erns had changed to the point where three out of

four Americans lived in urhal settings. -Meanwhile, the inner cities

Of the- larger uAan-,,Ireeas";:iere deteriorating as people and businesses

moved to suburban areas. In addition, increased social awareness

brought demands to. alleviate poverty,4educe_crime, and eliminate

air and water pollution. Citizens also wanted,better transpOrtation

and, with more .leiaure time available, they wanted additional

' recreational facilities and programs.
These types of-demands have placed an _enormous burden on local

governments. The magnitude and qualify of services sought'frop local
government have 'increase so dramatically that'ipcai official's have -y

been hard pressed to respond. .,f: 1
,,.,

In, .the face of the growing,burden, local government is increasingly
,

required to construct .,a systems approach to improve the management

of the service deliveiy- function and, at the same time, make the best

use of limited resources. Stated differently, local government
officials responsible for planning and administering service-functions

need to consider service operations in ,a broad, systematic way. The

systems approach in industry, according to:Joel Ross, Professor of

Management'at Florida AtlantiC University; is designed to utilize

scientifieTtalyiis for (a) developing and managing opei-ating systems
and (b) e..;_sioing information systems for decision making." (2) The

same applies to local government officials_ who perceive the need to

respond to the range'df services that Should be provided to oeet
identified needs, to determine that the cost will be, and to estimate

10



the effect programs and services will have on meeting the needs.
The result is that local governments recognize that. to carry"

out effectively/the increased service delivery role in a complex
environment, swirling with.interrelated forces, required a much
greater degree of management- sophistication. Basic Co such an
approach is 'a flow of information on which priorities can be set
and alter/natives Conslidered in the,decisionmaking process.'
Equally/important is feedback-hem which determinations can be
made on whether further changes or adjustments are'necessary.

Thqs, USAC sought to \advance the applicatiOn of computer
technology in local govern ent Veyond merely performing manual --
functions more quickly., Th ultimate goal wu, to design an.
information system capable f improving ovetala manageMent and
decisionmaking.

9
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CHAPTER 4

What Was Learned in
General from USAC

. BUILDING AN INTEGRATED MUNICIPAL DATA BASE

Potential applications of electronic data processing (EDP 3 ,'ii

local government range from the mechanization of the most eiewutay

repetitive tasks, at one extreme, to the organization and display of

vast quantities of varied data in support ofplanning, it the other.

Almost in a class by itself is the combined Organization'and

management of substantially all iactuaI data in thefiles of local,

government in a commOn integrated" data base for the support of every

department and function.'
Nearly every local government Or industry which has emp2oyed EDP'

technology has, at one time or another, faced the quetHon of how much

integration in the data base can be justified by administrative, sucial,

and economic beneiits. The development and maintenance of an integrated

y data. base can be expensive, compared to a manual system, although

intgrated systems obviously can perform many functions manual syatems

cannot. The achievement df benefits sufficient to justify the cost ; -

depends upon'the use of the data-wherever applicable within local

government. Thib, ih turn, may require new methods, new

inte departmental arrangements and working relatiOnships, and perhaps.,

even new objectiVes not p eviously foreseen or gonsidered,important to

justfy the tax expenditur s for their achievement..

\ istorically, in bot -local government Air industry, 'EDP

appli ations have begun wit the simple automation of repetitive tasks.

These applications .have prOg essed through stages to the automation of

many r petitive tasks for de elopment of routine reports and displays

of vat e to administrators a d planners.

. , - A- more laika are automated and more reports are requested, some

data re uired for two or more purposes will be included. in two or mare

data fi es. Moreover nearly all such data alters with time

Therefor it is Increasingly1 difficult to maintain up-to-date files

that,are consistent:
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One solaiOnto.this problem-rand a.fundamental principle required
in the USAC approachis to develop an integrated data base whereil,
data redundancr eis minimized and data lements can be lipked together
for.use by various governetal departments. A muOcipal data
processing system empldying .a.1 integrated data basel USAC''
terminology, is an Integrated.Runicipal-InformatiOn System. .(IMIS).

/,

DATA INTEGRATION

The panel recognized that some confusion/e/ xist6 over the meaning
of the ..word "integrated".z,,The confmsionstems.frOm the varying degrees.
16 WhiCh data duplication can be minimized anithe data from different .'
governmental departMents or functions can be(linkedin anjnteractive,
interdependent way. The.mere availability of a computer does not
pi.edestine the existence Of a computerized information system.. The

.?.....

threshold for an integrated/system is the. ipoint at which data elements
:'rom twolirmore separate/functionS, Such/ as payroll and accounting,

-- are shared .or linked together forile cOMmombenefit of those using
the data For eXample, an integrat:ed system is possible without .

achievireg a level of<develop.ment that includes an integrated data
base. :r

.

.Looking at the definitional problem another way, the two USAC
cities that are developing total-sya/tems both possess integrated data
batei, but the development has net ./Yet achieved the 'level. of

\
integratiorienVisionedby.the US/kg/Program. Thuo, these systems are
called integrated systems, although by USAC standards they have\not ,.

yet.reached that.poird. / ,&.
.

, .

'MUNICIPAL USE OF COMPUTERS/.

'The use of computer technology by local g(4vernments is 'widespread.
-.A.recent survey foOnd that more than. 90 percent of cities with population-
of .over 50,000 and counties with over W0,000 weremsing'electronic :
data processing' in some fOrm.(3) .A total of. 78 percent had their own

cOwuter. This survey also showed that the total amount spent on data
,processing by cities and/cOunties.ilas more than $500-million. a'year,
or ontheaverage, between 1 percent and 1 percent of their operating
budgets Not.unexpectedly, the survey foundlthat the most cormhon.
application of computer technology was for financial administration.
The nnly.'non-finanai/al appliation in'thetop seven uses Was for ,

police service. The functiOns,'in the order of frequency,; were:'

//
1) accounting;.. -2)/ police7sheriff; 3) treasury and collections';

4) .utilities; 5)/ budget,. and management; 6,) personnel,. and. 7)

purchasing. . // - .
.

. .
..

purchasing.
0..

The'extent/to which. USAC.siimulated thevidespread-ds6 of 'computer'
technology_ie/SpeCulative: The panel members found in visits to.'

non-USAC cities, however, that familiarity. with the program was

'21:Ommonplace./ Although some "officials had only. read materialsabout
USAC, a vast majority had been .to USAC - sponsored meetings,talked
with peesOnnel'frOm USAC'cities,.or visited one or.more.of the

/ 13 4,
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development :Nr-ijects. Those interviewed said they had learned:f7.om

the USAC experience and-had used that knowledge in their operation

of local government.

THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF USAC

Interms of its most ambitious under aking--establishing integrated,

.systems--the USAC Program fell short of meeting some g(Sals and

objectives set out in the beginning. Primarily, this was the result of

a gross' underestiMate of the nature, the complexity, and the'cost,that

USAC set for the progra. For example,_constructing an integrated data

base at the level required by USACI5Oved far More compleX and time
consuming than had been anticipated.

/ Nevertheless, the value of USAC, should not be judged on the.,'

inability of the program to meet certain narroyly defined objectives.
Because of its -research and development nature it was .a high risk

venture in which not every part was expected tOucceed.An important
value of USA°, lies in the pervasive impact it already has had in

spreading knowledge among local governments on e, use of information

systems.. Charlotte_is a.good example of the pro ram's ripple effect.

During the -USAC yrog*ram, Cha'rlotte officials ,eXisTained the program' at

18 governmental or- echnical conferences across the coutitry and

received visits. from. 67 different groups, mostly local governments, that'

came to discuss the Charlotte system. 'Some_groups visited the project

several times. Other USAC cities had similar experiences. -

The panel concludes, therefore, that the USAC Program has
encouraged the-growth of a body of knowledgerthat hasontributed
signifiCantly to the development of informatiOn systems in local

government.
The USAC experience in building an integrated system illustrates\

the point. The types of data-processing systems that have evolved \

in local government over the years can' categorized as independent

or functioally7oriented systems. Although these systems have assisted

the performance pr'management of'speCificjunctions.; such as utility

billings.-or printing paychecks, they have generally failechto oupport

the growine need of general purpose local governments to plan, manage,

and coordinate dncreasingly complex and interrelated urban services..

A potential solution to this important problem---one that was

central to the USAC research and development program-1.--s the sYnthesis

of functiOnalosystems intoan integrated system. In placing a heavy

.,eMphasis on data integration, USAC wanted to'develop systems that would

beMore responsive to the management needs of local officials. In

so doing, however, the. USAC Program ran into some unanticipated
difficultiea,..such as the complexiby of buildingan extensive data
base:. As a result of the problems encountered, the USA experience has_

shown that integration,, although desirable,and beneficial, shouldbe

balanced against other important considerations, such as the time and .

skills'required to develop a systelh, the readiness of local government

oificials to use.the systeM, the costs involved, and the benefits
expected. _Thus, the USAC approach r-.1 the development vf an integrated

14



system has 'significantly increased the perception of How local
governments should approach the design and implementation of
information systems to achieve the best overall results for
management ass.7:tance.

The USAC Program alsesought to expand computer applications for
a wi.der range of municipal funcfions. For example,-the _program
attempted to show that data g.nerated by building-permits, building
inspections, and other related functions could be aggregated to assist
fire fighting and fire prevention Zperations. In carrying out thes1
pioneering efforts, the pxogram demonstrated that- a.wige range of
municipal functions could be adapted to the computer.

Finally, another major' impact of the' program has' been to show the
importance of involvingltop managers and elected officials in the
development of an infomiation-system. This subject. will be discussed
more fully in the. nextichaPter.

ti

o
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ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO ACQUIRING COMPUTER CAPABILITY

Local governments can acquire computer-drivea infgrthation systems

iry'seVeral ways. The method utjAized thus fat -by.most, local

governments has been to develop the system internally with existing

staff supportedlby equipient manufacturers ortechnicilcacisultants.
ksecond method, which appears, to be gaining follower?,, is to

transfer an existing systeth from another loial golierntent and modify,

the domputer program to meet the requirements of the recipient

government. (Because.technology a, thajor-element in the

USAC Program, the subject of systems tr sfer will be discussed more

fullY__in Chapter 7.)
These two methods, of course, hal.!e been used successfully.in.

combination., Some localgovernments have developed basic-systems and

liter,trinsferred components from other local:governments to further
develop their system.

Others- -few in number--have taken the opposite approach. They:

Megan with the transfer of a basic system, ,such as payroll., and finance,

and later expanded through internal development efforts..
Another method whicli holds promise for smaller cities was

developed in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metropolitan area where 10
suburban citiesall under.50,000 population-- have joineditogether

through a joint powers agreemenb to share a computer-based information

system. In a slightly different arrangement, 16/cities in'3 California

counties in the San Gabriel Valle-y, share a com uher facility.
The panel believes that USAC demonstrated some funAment- al.,

principles that should be adhered to by local governments 'in the
planning and development of'inforthatiOn sysi s, regardless of how the'

computer .

capability is acquired. The formula ion of such syStems is a
long-term, essentially unending process. Th reasons'for protracted

ilevelOpment.gre fhe result of many variabl s.'The informatio -needs of

a local-goVernment,-for-exampler-are-14-ke to-change-ove me as the

'functions of government change. Similarly, the staff cap..ill y and-
,

understanding of.what can, be. achieved ai likely. to increase ver the
,

long.term: Finally,'computer technology and the sophisticated software ,

that drives computer systems arebein improved at a dizzying pace.

2 t
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Thdrapidly eclining cost of computer tiardware'illustrates this

change.. Ai:cordi to. computer industry-Officials (4), the hardware

cost per utt.l. co putationdecreased-by.:More than 1.,000 times in'the

.past-10,yeara, SfactOr'ul 2,each year: This trend is projected to

continue:for some:ycars.
Moreover',:little. is. known about the effeCt that minicomputers and-

micrOcemPuters will have.on the- future development of"information:
systema. Ttedictions-by thoseexperienced_in data processing technology

are that. they.will have a profound influence. \

Thus, the recognition by local officials of the need for an
information system and the acquisition of.sOme'type of computer

'capability to provide such a system are but- beginning points.along a'

continuum. The principles set out below, which are based on the.
experience of.officialain the'USAC cities, are offered as guidance

to other local government official's as they move along.the continuum.

KEY FACTORS IN INFORMATION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
I. 0

e-

b*Management C6ncerns

Much of the succdss'of an information system depends, on the

capability and structure of the management process which the system i

designdd to assist.. The more complicated and sophisticated the
information system. is, or becomes, the 'greater the demand for

management capability: Writing about this problem in industry, Ross

states that (5) .

.1

.

many organizations and managers make the basic mistake

of thinking. that a management' information system can be
designed or made operationa1G without the backup of an

adequate;Management system....\Anadequate management

system includes theorganizational-arrangementsv the

structure.and-prOcabres for adequate planning and
.control, the clear establishment of objectives, and
all the other manifestations of good organization and
:management. ;,

-

USAC his demonitrated that thesame applies to local government.
City officials interviewed by the panel indicated.that,not enough --
attention had been given Co management concerns.: These concerns
indludeidentifying the strategic parts of the ystem,_nnderstanding.
beir\mutual dependency, and--identi-fiying-Lth-e7procesSes which link the
arts-tog.her,--orfatilifaLe their adjustment to each other.

Charlotte officials explained, in a Summary report.of their USAC

ect,,,4ha't they have taken great care ifi'deterMining the sequence
mplementation for the 70 or so modules defined for the_total

s stem .

_17
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As. it-turns ont, there are probably only a very;;
few key modules' which should be operational before
any nf the'others. These key modules fall in the
geographic base file, the finance,sand the perionnel
areas. .'.once' the key system mOdules'are implemented,
other system work can .go on primarily in ,light..of user
priorities. This method of, sequencing is especially

. .

i.appropriate since increasing sysfem integration
will occur on a practical basis as much through
opportunistic evolution as it_will'ttirough careful
planning. (6) ,

At'various Points in the USACiProgram, Dayton, Charlotte, and
Wichita Falls'adopted somewhat similar approaches to overcome management,
problem4--Ineach,case, an internal management suppait group was`
establiAhed whiCi-'reported directly to thecity manager. The suppeit\
group gen4ally consisted of the city managbr, data processing/
personnel and department headswho,were or would be -users of the
inforration system. The supportsgroup provided a valuable.'synergistio.,
copm4ication link in tackling ifiterdepartmental management problems

.

and establishing priorities for system development. .

The need for good management practices and the involvement of '

management in developing'informationsystems cannot be overemphasized.
"'Perhaps the most consistent reeponse the.panel-members heard on the
site visits was that top managementr-mayors, county executives, city
managers, -chiefadministrat,ive °facersshould be committed to
;system, should be respons!,.ve to th.1 need for change, and should be
inyolved,in major decisions affecting the system; The absence of
management commitment and involvement °peal& door to a nuMber of
prOblems, including a system that is technically proficient, :but' only
of marginal .value for dperatiqns requirements or management decision-
making needs.

Fresnd, California, recently acquired by transfer the components o
the Dayton Financial M4nagement Istem. In a paper describing the-
'transfer, Don NOlan, a management analyst in. Fresno, stressed the
importance of top management taking an active role in development of
the system. He said: (7),

The greater the direct; interest, support, and attention
' given this activity .by management, the more information
systemeitproveMent win. be used by the organization.

The,management (of a project). ...should be established
t

. .

pthe top management level because the policiea,
rocedures, and directions must be approved by 'those A

in control. The types' of information that the system
can generate should be known by management in ,order
to get the highest return on the investment. Thus,

L.



a properly informed management can clearly define
problems, develop and review- acceptable elternatives,

:select;resolutions, and implement.

In other :words:management must not delude itself_
.into, thinking problems will be solved-because the
project, is turned over to the systems experts.
Management must get itself invOlVed and. take the
responsibility of the system development processefor
the city. Only in this way can designated objectives
be achieved.

Another way of stating the point_is: "Management must learn to
A -Control the computereor the computer will control it." (8) ,

r-
.User I nvolvement

o The need for line department managers and operating staff to
be involved in all 'stages of development of the components they will
use in the information system was expressed repeatedly by local
officials to panel members. When a computer_ application is implemented,
it usually affeCts some existing departmental procedure. The conversion
from one procedure to another entails risks of failure or temporary'

.disruptions in operations. The acceptance/61 those risks is. the
responsibility Of.the line department, not the data processing division.
When.theuser department is satisfied:thai the new procedure is. ready,
thechange can be made. Similarily, impr/ovemehts to existing procedures,
although they may be suggested by anyone,. must be evaluated-bythe user
department, and the decision to proceed-or'notto.proceed-should rest
with'the'user,..: As has been demonstrated time and again, failure to
obaerve.this fundamental principle can lead to management problems.

The development of computer-based systems involves several
important precepts of management. -They are: :

o The creation of a system must be perceived and managed- as a
`development process in the system engineering.sense bf the phrase.
Development process.stlrts- with a careful statement of ,the needs of the
,eventual users. -.ALS-entails a thorough and detailed.examinatrOn of
the existing information processes andllOws in the organization. The
statement of needs, is-followed by, a careful validation of those needs
against technical feasibility and an orderly and carefully managed
design-development phase. Finally, the complete.product'muat be
thoroughly tested against its functional, design specifications and then
against the needs. and experiences'of the users.

.
.

o Although users should be- involved With the 'statement. of
requirements, they must not.e-ellowed to obstruct the design-
development phase. Since edjustMenL of specifications and even
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compromise.are'llkely_to occur during Lhe deVelopment phase the end

'user must stay involved, but in a carefully controlled fashion--often

xeigrred"to as, configuration control or change control. In particular,

the end.. user cannot be allowed to capriciously inject Continually,

changingrequirements.

o The development process must.be managed, including following

carefully drawn schedules and milestones, documenting specifications

and end 'products, providing a.change. control mechanism, and specifying

a list of deliverable end products.

the USAC experience showed that. circumstances may arise which tend

to negate involveMent. Listed below are some of the problems that

USAC,cities encountered.

o Line departMent personnel who do not have technical skills

may be apathetic,,suspicious, or even resistant to the introduction

of Computer technology. A.tendency in such ;eases is for technical

personnel to design and develop the'system,With little-or no,

involvement ofthe useridepartment. This-is not a solution to the

probleM, and it should be avoided. If ihd'user who faces the risk

does not have confidence in the system, fOr.whatever reasons, the

chandes of its success are limited. Reluctance of a department to

participate is a management problem and should be addressed as such.__:

At least one USAC city. used success as a means of persuasion; It

.chose the department most ready to participate as the starting --

point. The successful results were then used to encourage other

departments to join.

o ,A key person in the line department may be.'unable to

'devote the necessary amount of Linie to development activities.

Ideally, a:department head or an immediate subordinate should

work clo6ely with data processing technicians to analyze the task,

develop the conceptual model, approve the design, and participate

in implementation. This may pose.a problem for the department official

,who must meet departmental responsibilities while simultaneously

devoting time 16 systems development. To the extent the latter is

neglected, the final product may not fully satisfy the user department.

o User involvement is necessary in that the iaentification,

of the type of management information' required by a department.can

be,elusive. Requirements must be built in as the departmental

procedure or function is automated. The.diffid'ulty arises when

management officials may not be able to identify their need,; in

some instances, becadse they do not have a clear .perception of the',

alternatives.. Further; thinking beyond existing traditions and

practices,is not easy. One successful technique is to conduct a

"brainstorming" session with management officials and technicians

to search out and identify, mew approaches that are now possible through

manipulation of data by the. computer.

20



Another process developed successfully by some USAC cities
obtain user involvement exploits, a service bureau concept. Syste s
analysts serve as a link between the data processing operation an
the user departments. The analysts may possess some technical skills,
but their primary function is to become knowledgeable about a potential
user department--how it operates, what its procedures are, the data it
generates, how it' relates-to other departments, and so on. Asked to
describe-the -criteria by which systems analysts are selected, one
official replied: "Bright people who can think."

USAC also demonstrated the need to test thoroughly a system
before"it is placed in operation, particularly when the system is
replacing or modifying an existing manual operation. The best
procedure is to test the automated system parallel with ace manual
system. Unexpected problems and design flaws can L.,e corrected without
causing a disruption in the service.

Actually, there are two basic steps in the testing process.
First, the developers of a system should determine through testing
whether the system meets the design requirements. Second; the users
should test the system to make ceitain they are confident it will
meet their needs.

In one USAC city, the inability to test a component before putting
the system into operation caused more than six months of trouble.
In that instance, a water billing system was changed radically., and
running parallel systems was not practical. Moreover, the user
department was not confident that the new system would function properly.
The result was several thousand billing errors.

Long-Range Plans

. USAC has demonstrated that building an integrated system is an
evolutionary, longterm process that should be addressed in incremental
stages. The panel believes the best approach is to develop"a longrange
plan which identifies information needs, develops strategies and
alternatives for meeting those needs, and establishes a time frame
for achieving objectives;

Such a plan would:

o Provide a systematic process against which progress
can be measured..

'o Provide a framework for the local government as a
whole, thus encouraging departments to take advantage of a mutually
beneficial system.

o Provide for evaluation of the alternatives for systems
development prior to initiation of the actual development activities.

Offer greater management control over costs,

21
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o ,Provide the taxpaying public with information on the

benefits the investment is expected to provide.

o. Provide fOr the rational expansion of computer capacity

in relationship to need.

t

o Most important, 'Components that are developed can be

programmed to' meet future needs, thereby reducing costly reprogramming

that.may occur when future requirements are not taken into account

in the initial development.

The more concise reason may be: "If you haven't written it down,

you haven't.thought it through". 4 ---

An idealized process for developing an IMIS on an incremental /
basis would require that each potential EDP application be examined

and ranked in order of its value to the city. Each application should

be examined in sufficient detail so that every element of data required

for the implementation of appved.programs could be,e tered-into the

data base in such form as to be available for each sub equent application

when that application has beenapp7oved.. Development should then begin

with the most needed'application, with each, subsequent application

:being evaluated as an addition to the existing system. _

While this idealized method may be unreachable.in a practical

working environment, a close approach to it holds promise of

significant savings of time and tax dollars.

- Walking through this baSic sequence allows a governmental

administration to judge such important considerations as:

o Whether its proce:::, for management and decision making is,

-in fact, adequate.

o What information is needed to support the management
structure and how to get it.

o How the, various departments which will be using the

system can be brought early into the system design.

o H?w to control systems development costs..
* k

o Perhaps mast importantly, the need to change as experience

and knowledge contribute to more complete understanding.

Organizational Responsibility for Computer Services

There is no single correct answer regarding where the responsibility

should be assigned for EDF' management and development. That depends

upon the nature of the local government.
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The function of.the computer largely dictates where it should be

located. If the computer serves only a..single:department it would

logically:be located in thatAePartment, except under,,cerain conditions,

A local government. which intends future expansion of an information

system beyond one department should consider lOcation of he computer

facility in terms of its long -range needs. USAC has shown that if

an information System is to serve many departments, &mitt 1 of that,

system should not be.-located in one of the user dep&rtmen e. RemovingI

control of a facility after it has ,become -entrenched-inone-department.

can -cause unnecessary, disruptive probleMs. \.

As a general rule, the office responsible for directing\ancL,

coordinating oferall activities-be it mayor; county executive; city

manager,. or whatever--shoUld assUme.organZationartesponsibility -.

of a centralized EDP functibn. The successful operation of the system,

including the implementation of new EDP applications, will only be as

..effective as the communications and coordinatiOn among the department

k heads who are users of the EDP services. .

A centralized facility ideally would lunction as a service bureau,

providing. technical assistance.and encouragement. to individual
,

.

departments or .the Venefit of all.. It should be viewed entirely as a

staff 'function in sUppOrt of line agencies,:Itshould not intrude oil

line agency responsibility. The responsibility for performance, whether

related to utility bills, tax statements,vehicle fleet managementi,auto

registration, tax administration, security,-or fire prevention, rests

with the appropriate department and not the service bureau.

Use of External Technical Assistance

iIn the development of computer information systems in the USAC

Program,Teach-USAC city was required to develop a consortium that
included the eitylas the prime contractor and a systems development

subcontractor. In addition, the USAC Program suggested that a
University.be a part of the consortium to serve .as an independent,
monitor/and to provide orientation and training. -

This approach was rather severely criticized in most.USAC

cities. in discussions between local officials and panel members.
The/Officials said that the systems development contractor often had

little experience in local government, extensive turnover of contractor
.stuff affected continuity; and the.objectives of city And the
systems- development staffs were not always consistent.

Another-major weakness, the officials said, was the absence
of a definitive agreement between the city and the subcontrator
which outlined deliverable items and system accomplishments within

a *armed timetable.
These criticisms of US demonstrated .a fundamental principle

applicable to all-16eaLgov rnments. The successful use of technical

consultants requires that ocal government contract for clearly
defined objectives an h e the internal technical capability to

manage and monitor the fulfillment of the contract.
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Documentation
.7.

Some documentation -a set of Writ en rules governing the manner
in which data is. put into and extracte4 from the system-7is essential
to assure the orderly functiobing,,0-44'information system.' Without,

. ; in adequate set'of rules, a_system is'likely to be dysfunctional or
degendent upon those who designed it. Thus, documentation should be
an integral part of the development.process.

Documentation for management purposes involves des6ribing the _

flow: of information through the system, the inputs and outputs that
result from the data floW, and.a narrative description,of the
operations. At the designer level, documentation eXpli6itly identifies
the-data that is to be captured and when, the filesthatare to be
Used,,the details. of how processing is to. bedone, the outputs to be
generated by the system, andso on. Asa result Of the need for
explicitdetail, local governments havlft begun to recognize that thp
design of forms which yield data is:aniimportantconsideration.for_.
the systems designer. I.

Although docUtentation methods mairvary, one approach is to
start with an overview and move.to suc essive stages of specificity...
Thus, the overview which serves manage ent describes the operati\on of
the.entire'sSrstem. At the systems documentation is
deeded for modules or grOups of progra s that.are closely.knit
tOgether. The next stage, which.is mo e explicit than the:systems
design level, describes the Operaticin of a spedific prbgram. This
involve the processfng.of program data, relating that data to
.existing files, updating those files/ producing outputs; and the like.

The laSt teVel providesdocumpitation f6r the user,i.cLdicating-
the purpose of sal functionand/Ehe procedural steps that are
necessary to mke it work,
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Costs and. Benefits

LACK OF DATA

CHAPTER 6

The panel found cost and benefit assessment virtually impossible
because data is not available in the USAC cities. Although USAC
cities have data on overall costs, data which shows benefits does
not exist individual modu:es or components within the syStem.
Also, the costs of extensive research, 4ocuMehtation, and reporting
carried, out by the USAC cities, which increased USAC costs, need
not be duplicated by local governments desiring to acquire similar
systems.

In fact, the panel members heard consiaerable criticism voiced ,,

in all USAC cities concerning the amount of time required to respond
to USAC administratiye,requirements. \Estimates of time spent ran as
high as 50 to-60 percent among top maPagement staff. The requirements
included meetings Qitfi consultants and USAC officials, preparing
extensive dodumentation for the five phases each project went through,
and, beginning midway through the program, fr.equent HUD requests .for
proposals for refunding. The city officials believe too much time
was devoted to such activities and, as a consequence; prevented project
-management from providing essential leadership to systems development
work.

On the basis'of discussions with USAC city officials, tfie panel
has concluded-that the USAC Program cannot offer' significant guidance
to local governments to determine cost/benefit relationships of
information systems.

The USAC cost factors are not meaningful because of the, research
element. In addition, the USAC Program did ,pot attempt to quantify
benefits or to measure the results that have been received. Moreover,
some benefits will not be realized until the syscems become more

.

fully developed.
Some benefits defy quantification. A change that occurred' in

Dayton, Ohio, as a result of its USAC project is a good illustration.
The airector of Dayton's Office of Management and Budget (OMB) said
the establishment-of a, financial management information system has had
a profound effect upon thee department. Previously, the OMB consisted

IJ
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.largely of accountants who handled budgets manually. The citys de
partmental budgetsare now computerized as a part of the information
system, freeing OMB to go to a managementbyobjectives approach. The

staff now includes persons with public administration and social science

backgroundS who'strengthen the city management func.ion. This benefit

was unpredictable and probably impossible to 'quantify monetarily.

COST/BENEFITANALYSIS

The panel believes tbat,ome,data regarding costs and benefits
are essential in order for local government\to decide whether or

not to pursue an information'system. In discussion's with nonUSAC
city officials, and in some USAC meetings that were attended by
panel members in which information sstems were discussed, officials
wanted to know the costs involved in different approaches and the
results that cotld reasonably be expected. Cost/benefit infOrMation,
to the extent it is available, would be an important factor for a
local government to,consider in, deciding whether tcx deivelop information
systems internally or to transfer them TroT another jurisdiction.

Cost'savings achieved through transfer can be substantial.
Minneapolis recently received a technology transfer grant from the
Law'EnforCement Assistance Administration of the Departmentof
Justice to obtain.a basic element,in a police information system.
After several months of looking at other systems, the Charlotte
system was chosen because it was a computeraided police dispatch

"'system and because the hardware used_hy_Charlotte was' compatible
with the computer being used by Minneapolis. Police officials estimate
they saved substantial sums by transferring the Charlotte system
rather than designing and deNeloping_a system .of their own.

COST/BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS

Beneficial results that can be clearly tied to computer use
in a quantifiable way are sometimes difficult Lo pinpoint. One

popular justifiCation in recent years has been reduction in clerical

staff for routine processing., Such reductions probably do no more than

offset the total costs of computerized operations. James N. Danzinger,
in an exploratory study of EDP operations in,12 cities, found tha.t

staff reductions 4s a resultof computerization were largely mythical.,

"For most,functions, it seems that there is no evidence of actual
reduction of staff. In some'cases, the number of staff has been
constant while the number of transactions has increased. This,

of course, is the equivalent, of a staff reduction. In other cases,

EDP has enabled the unit to expand, the task or undertake new tasks." (9)
More importantly, staff displacement, taken alone,- is not an

adequate measure of a system's value. Computer technology .has

advanced beyond the replacement of clerical functions, and,its value,
should be judged accordingly': -But the process for making such
judgment is "not well defined.
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A'CoU0le.bf examples of what panel MembetS found,in non,-.USAC.

cities may be.,illustrative. In one instance, a group of 10 cities*
'in the Minneapolis -St. Paul area wanted tOdevelop a shared. system.
After visits to examine other systems, including one USAC city,
they. attempted a Cost/benefit analysis. The costs of transferring
a system were 'fairly easy to assess,..but.the benefit's Wete.not.
Finally, the,issue.wasreSolved by testing the system in' one city
to observethe actual benefits. Satisfied with the results,
the group acquired shared 'system.

anothetnon-USAC city, Albuquerque, New Mexico.i. the panel
found that tit:: deciding,factoi for adding newsystems was need,
not cost,-effectiveness. According' to Albuquerque officials; the

_.city'a policy in considering new dOmputet.appliCations to its
information systeMs is to search the literature and visit. other

Icities to deterMine if computer applications exist that would
meet their deeds.. They believe traneferring in as many'existing
systems and programs.as possible has saved considerable time and

.

money. Albuquerque has.more than .30 distinct-Municipal: apPlications.
in.its information system''.

The panel found-a couple of examples of cost/benefit analysis
.

in non-USAC cities. Lane 'County,. Oregon, attempted such a'study'
'in.1971. (10) To limit subjectivity, an enigma of benefit agseee7,'
ment,' the study emphasized two.points: 1). all'coste-aesociated
with data processing were searched but, including. additional
JnaLlagement costs and other' forms, of overhead, floot space needed,
special required, and education of end-users, and (2.7 the
value recei ed was assessed through a rigorous iterative process. In
addition, those responsible for setting value'teceived.had to be
Willing to defend the figures before the'countybudget Committee.
Utilizing a series of data'acquisition forms; Lane County'sought to
find out:

1) What is the total dollar value received from data
processing?

2) What percentage of total computing resources is being
devoted to the maintenance of existing systems, and what percentage

' is being spent on the development of new_systems?

'3) What will be the:financial impact of-those projects
proposed for the coming fiscal year

From the data, Lane County was able to make a cost/benefit
analysis of'its computerized information system, Using this-approach,

*The cities are Apple Valley, Brooklyn Center, Brooklyn Park, Coon ,

Rapids, Crystal, Eden Prairie, Edina, Fridley, Golden Valley, and
St. Louis'Park.
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.Lane County found that for every $1:00 invested in its information,

.system, it realized a returnpf.$2.1q.

.

FairfaxCounty,'I.iirgihia, made a tdstibenefit study in conneCtion:.

"4:. with a decision on whether or, not it should 'redesign and .upgrade its

Real 'Estate. Data Base and Billing System,:a component -in its information

.system. (11) Countylofficials considered:aAnumber of-alternatives,-

which inCluddd continuing"the existing system, making minor modifications

to thd existing system, redesigning parts of the'- system, or re'desi'gning
..._

the entiie sySteM. For:Each alternatiye,quantified factors were

considered. These. included:-., anticipated problems; cost factors such

as-hardware, maintenance, ah'd-data, conversion; the flexibility allowed

by each alternative; what'each alternative would do in.the ptoYi4tion

of assessment information, and the estimated savings by. reducin :

..
clerical or other efforts. An effort was,also made to comprehe'sively

evaluate tangible and intangible costs and benefits. in order td aid

,decision-making. . .,

The study' also sought to deal with user requirements-, low and

LL the filture. It dealt 'with capabilities currently required/,`.

not t-.--ititluded. in the existing system, . as well" ''as additional'

capabilities of major confequehCe that might be needed in t e future,

S.Ich as automated reappraisal of ptoperty and composites of land
.f

'records in title searches.

A POSSIBLE APPROACH TO'COST/BENBFIT..ANALYSIS

//

/1

In searching for data pertaining to cost /benefit 4alysis; the

panel often heard statements to the effect that such analysis cannot

be done accurately and at a reasonable cost.,

The panel-belie:les thatsuch statements only s.ere to delude

both. he 61'higement charged with the resporigibility Of-making,the

decision and ,the public that provides the financial resources.

Some approximation of costs can be arrived at ,because,, to do
/'

the work, people_ and computer time are,involved. The-Only:confusing

variable is that of assigning appropriate overhead :costs that may

be involved.' Nonetheless, a cost range can be determined and related

to the.benefits to be -'derived. .

The panel recognizes that some benefits arejimpossible to

quantify, such as those which relatetO human life. But potential

benefits can be listed,.:and some can be quantified.. Those that

cannot should.be exprested in subjective terMS,/which may be a matter

for public,debate.. Thus, cost/benefit decisions can be reached with

public participation and support.
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

r.

A basic premise of the\USAC Program was'that the systems
developed in the test cities should be transferable, with minor
modifiegtions, to other governmental jurisdictions. The ReqUest
for Proposal stated:

common thrust which may bersenS'ed' ihioughout this
-entire statement of work is 4e theme of transfer-ability;
i.e. the ease with which solutions developed. . may be-
transferred and ,impiemented in other municipalities. It

is understood :ti t perfeet transferability cannot be
achieved because of the varietiesof circumstfnces and
structures of municipalities. However:there is

_ /sufficient commonality to suggest that in many instances
the transfer of a PrototYpe,will require only minor v.,

modification. The key to transferability will, of course,
include>the avoidance of esoteric hardware, software
langu Ages, and systems design";,avoidance of proprietary
software; and rigorous insistence upon detailedand.
systematic documentation of all aspects of'the prototyp'e

Understanding and taking advantage of technology transfer
suffers fram'a certain vagueness of definition. What constitutes,
transfer'of technology? Is it the actual adaptation of an existing
system from Community .X to CommunityY? Or should it include .-

something less, too, such as the transfer of an idea. or a concept?
Clearly, transfer rarely means that a system can, be transferred :

.

from one, place to another without some change.
The panel, after a number of discussions about the .meaning- of

transfer, concluded that'technology transfer should be viewed in its
'broadest context. AlthOugh there have been virtually no total systems
transferred from USAC cities to other local governments, substantial
experience that is the direct result of the US4C Program has been



)
C

'Aitilized by numerous other governmental jurisdictions". The transfer

of experience has come.aboutthrough utilizirig USAC ideas, concepts,

or processes that proved workable, rand avoiding .USAC mistakes.

One test ofAransferbbility is whether the transfer will 'save

time,or.Money,'or both --as compared to independent developmentfor

the receiving_ jurisdiction. On.thatbasis, many USACproduCts'are

transferable_ -ideas, concepts,'yproven designs, .flow charts,

docuMentatiOn, program increments, and so forth. Indeed, the idea

of technology :transfer at the local government-level has' been

significantly' stimulated USAC Program..

On.the other, and, vie kW mre narrowly in terms of,transfer

-.o&total systems or subsystems, the USAC Program's applicability .

is much tore limited. The deg ee to-i0ich)a:computer-driven, .

pperations -based information ystem can be transferred rests on

e ease Which that syst m can be adapted to meet the needs

of a recipient-city:---AMintqg ted system_designed .for one city,

.in"mot.instancet, is not easieiy adapted to another.city because

' ..'of the interdependent, nature -of the.components in an. integrated

system.

IMPEDIMENTS TO TRANSFE.R

There are two fundamental. impediments-to.successful transfer

between local governments. One is the operational differences of

the, two governmenk. State law or local Ordinances, for example,
Mandate certain Operational procedures, or require keeping

,different data elements. These requirements may vary widely from

locality to' locality, or from State to State. Obviously, the

°differences mus be reconciled through adaptation. -The 'more differ-

ences there a , the more'adaptation.is required.

' A sego fundamental problem is computer configuration. DisSimilar

hardware,, naturally, requires reprogramming and file redesign.

Somewhere in this transfer process, and it is not easy to determine

where, extensive, odification diminishes cost saving or other

'advantages, and transfer become6 impractical.
The panel found that, as a general rule, basic systems designed

5
to meet operations og a common nature among governmental units were

the easiest to transfer. As the'systems become more complex and .

grow more dependent on other parts of the system for-support, -the

more difficult the transfer becomes.
Along this line, the panel believes the USAC Trogram contained'

an inherent Contradiction,that inhibited transfers. USAC required

that systems be-integrated and tied Co a centralized data base and, at

the same time, be transferable. The forier contradicts the simplicity

which .is the expedient for the latter. The' same applies to system
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increments. For example, Charlotte's Fire Operations Moduone of
its earliest system increment's, relies on a street addresa Pile to
retrieve fire-inspection data The:Charlotte Geographic Data. Index
Mainteaance Module compiles street address data from a 'amber of
departments including Ihe fire departoent141 Thub, a city wanting to
transfer the Charlotte Fcire Operationg Module would need to transfer,
all or'part.of ttie index module, or provide a method for maintaining
street addresses.

.

.. The panel believes that USAC's'integrated approach'wasnecessary,
and that it has, as pointed out earlier, Contributed extensively 'to
the-body of knowledge regarding how to develop an integrated. system.
ythe same token% howel)er,. HUD officials should' not be disappointed

''- that thetransfei of total'USAd systems has hot been etensixe.
.

li

4d
onetheless,,the,pa 1 believes that the acquisition of ,

-7information systems thro gh.some transfer that takes advantage of .

the experience ef,others is a workable apprdath. Whether it is an idea,
a conceptual approach, a workable design or even a,proven computer
program; loCal governments can 'profit -from the successes-and failures
of others. The costs of :a proven-system are more readily def"ined
and the benefits are

.
more readily demonstrable.

THE PROCESS OF TRANSFER j

The.panef believeS that more needs to be.knownaboUt the process'
.Of transfer to make it attractive to more local governments. How should
transfer be approached? What elements.should. coasidered.andyhat_
pitfalls avoided? The panel heard opinions 'expressed thattransfer
can best bel4nade through some. type of third-party arrangement. A'

-consultantyendor, or other independent entity witlOcnowledge of
Computer technology serves as thelink. between the.twO points.of.
transfer,,particularly in situatiO.ns in which the recipient local.

,government.may.have insufficient ieChnical personnel and 'is unfamiliar
with systems. development. Third -party assistance may,be necessary
because straight transfers between local governments can put'a- -

heavy burden on .the staff of the local government from which the system
is,heing-transferred.,.:.Personnel feOm the. "host" governent often
cannotspOnd the.time required to effect the transfer to the pOint.
Where the transferred system is trouble free.

But the panel also heard of in-stances in which third -party
arrangemenths,Ane to a variety of. factors; were not. entirely
successful.,- .This led to twacOnclusionS'. First, an iniormation
systems resource center is needed to keep abreast of evelopments
in locale goVernment'inforMation-aystems- Such:a resource center
should be. a reposiUbry.of successful applications of comptter
technOlogy fromwhich,local governments coulddeterinewhat
alternatives areavailable:

Second, furthei...research is needed.On theltransferprocess.c. The
research should seek t;.] .define the different approaches to transfer,.
the steps to. be taken tin each-apprdach,.and.,highlight some' of the-
problems that might be encountered% (See the full list.of-recoMmen-
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dations its Chapter 10). The panel believes g study of the transfer

process would,aignificantly increase the utilization of existing

,technology Further, as information systems become more widespread,

the transfer technique may become a principal means by which smaller

local government can acquire information systems.

ezz
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CHAPTER 8

Intergovernmental Cooperation

DATA SHARING AMONG LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
The panel was requested to examine the extent to which the USAC

systems are being utilized in,an intergovernmental setting. To

.fulfill this task, 'the panel wanted to determine that other units
of government were involved with the USAC cities in the planning
and devekopment of their information systems, to what extent data
was, being. shared among separhte governmental jurisdictions, and how
the USAC systems relate to information systems at the state and
federal levels.

With few exceptions, such as the sharing of crime data with
state and fedral- data bank's, the panel found,little evidence that
the USAC.Program has had any impact on encouraging intergovernMental
Cooperation in the sharing of computer facilities or exchange of data.

These results'may be due, at least in part, to the original
scope of the USAC Program. Only municipalities were eligible for.
the program, and the Request for. Proposal did not give strong
emphasis to intergovernmental cooperation. The.RFP stated:

This'project is designed to develop information systems'
to meet the specific needs of municipal jurisdictions.
It is intended to improve the operational and decisional
capabilities, of local governments. Since the municipality-
serves as, the instrumentality for coping with urban
problems and achieving urban program objectives, municipal
information systems are the building blocks of information
systems of other levels and jurisdictions of. government.
It is from-this-basic system th 'nforilition is generated

for Ultimate use in of risdictions.

- Although.this statement has some basic validity, it is inadquate
in terms'of total information flow.essential to an integrated
information system --a USAC objective, Cities, which the USAC program
was limited to, generally do not perform certain functions, such as
health and welfare services, or education, which are usually_
state-controlled and are typically'operated either through county
government or some other institution. Thus,.a municipal information
system hatAoes not have some type of arrangement with other .institutions
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(e.g counties,ppblic.agencies, school boards) to get data on

extraneous, cannotannot constitute, in any real sense, a totally

integrated information system. None of the USAb cities has such

an arrangement.
The panel found that in many instances officials in USAC cities

recognized the potential benefits in exchanging, data and the economy__
that could be achieved through the sharing of facilities with other

jurisdictions. There was evidence that at the staff level cooperation

was being achieved selectively between jurisdictions in a quiet, but

effective way.
The principal barriers'to active intergovernmental Cooperation

are largely political and, urisdictional rivalries that have existed

for many years. In one city, the :sharing of facilities was referred
to as "colocating" rather than consolidatiori, since the latter term

seemed to Taise many negaLive connotations. In this case, several

attempts to consolidate the city and county governments have been
turned down by the voters.

THE ADVANTAGES OF INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION

The flow of information acts as a nerve center and serves to
integrate a variety of functions. Therefore, the panel concluded that
the development of information systems affords an excellent opportunity

for greater cooperation across jurisdictional lines on problems of
common concern.

The benefits obtained frOm cooperative efforts, particularly in
smaller jurisdictions, are subptantial. One is cost saving. Information

system's are complex and expefisive. Sharing of facilities could possibly,

reduce the coat:to an individual jurisdiction and, at the same time,,
provide more service for the community at large. Shared systems would
negate the, need for duplicative data. Further, they would allow the

development, of an indicator system that would give governmental
officials a capacity to identify and react to potential

multi jurisdictional problems before they reach crisis proportion. A

cooperative approach also would make better use of skilled personnel, ,

Finally, the panel believes that the-development and utilization
of information systems may foster greater intergovernmental-cooperation
at. the local level. The U.S. Advisory ComMission on Intergovernmental
Relations noted in a report published in 1973 that the uneven distri.
butiun of needs and resources makes the central city, suburb, and rural
community appear physically and psychologically separate entities.
"Yet in terms of economic, educational, cultural, and recreational

, .

.goods and services-they all provide, all three types 'of jurisdictions
long ago lost their claim.to independence." (12)

The report further said that the costs of crime, air and water
pollution, traffic congestion, and other prdblems,that spill over
individual local government boundaries have "focused attention on the.
desirability and feasibility of multijurisdictional remedial. action."'

Information systems, given the proper incentives for development,
can help that remedial action.
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CHAPTER 9

V. Information Access,' Privacy,
Security:and Confidentiality

AN OVERVIEW
Afii more local governments use - computer technology to handle-

informaticiii:needs,',aset ofcorollary_issues has emerged. The issues
.pertain generally to collecting only essential data about individuals
and organizations, making certain the'personal data that are collected
and maintained are safeguarded, assuring that the system is available
Only to' authorized.persons, and assuring that the computer system is..
-secure,*

Protection of sensitive data is not new to local governments.
Data contained in manual, files, such.as juvenile court records,.
investigative police reports, and sales tax records traditionally have
been protected through some type of.locked file, and access has been
restricted td authorized person's.

The computer, however, has intensified the problem. Computers
are - capable of storing vast quantities of data, with rapid
cross referencing and searching of sensitive data about individuals
and organizations. Furthermore, data can be manipulated and combined

A,'Iromia variety of separate files, particularly where. files are
linkadtogether in an integrateddaEa.base. The consequences. for .

loCa governments .are generally two fold. First, extra-caution
must be exercized against Collecting and maintaining non essential
.data about persons.Second, local governments need to provide

''tec nical and procedural. safeguards to prevent the commingling
of eta that can, be' used to harm a person if. used improperly.

The'i'restrictions imposed. in guarding personal data and
gua anteeing its'confidentiality are, somewhat at odds with other
important responsibilities of government. They must be balanced against

. the duty of assuring by the public to government,'tO government
operatiinisi and to information held by government - -to assure that
government is'performing the public interest. 'Striking the

* A set-of definitions associated with terms used in the discussion
of priVacy, security, and confidentiality are included at the
end.of this chapter.
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proper balance between these conflicting

and maintain. Moreover, the proper metho
remains unresolved in many communities.

'.by its finding that two of the USAC citie
Falls---are among the country's leaders i
these problems, and have done so in a sim

The panel found several possible app
jur5.sdiction could enact alocal law on t
a general policy of local government, req
goyernment establish its,own policy, or d
state laws that have been enacted on the
have taken no action and many states like
comprehensive, act ion.

USAC required that each city develo
but did not specify the approach to be
Wichita Falls enacted local laws afte
the problem of law and policy develo,

and privacy. Charlotte's legislat

Review Board. Wichita Falls' law
Both laws are similar in that th

ials is difficult to achieve
of approlAing the problem '

et the panel was encouraged
--- Charlotte and Wichita'

taking ,steps td -resolve

lar manner.
oaches to the problem.
e subject,-establish a
ire that each departm t of

cline to act and rel on

ubject. Many comm nities
ise have not. take

.

a data access control plan,

aken. Both Charilotte and

ment with respe to data access
giving considerable thought to-

R created a Municipal Information
reated a Data Access Advisory Board:
seek to halancle the conflicting

concerns in privacy of and. atce s to information, but the duties and

.
powers of the. two-s.-TFards diffe, and the scope/of the Charlotte review.

. :board is broader. .
.

Charlotte and Wichita Falls can be contrasted mith Long Beach,

.

which has hot established a general law on the subject. The Long Beach,

Police Department, the Principal information system user, indicated it

has an internal policy manual on the,sU'bject: Beyond this local -.

department policy, state law,is'the.only source of policy development

to meet the problem in this area. Fairfax County, Virginia, on the

le
other hand, has established general policy uidelines which are binding

On. all departments of lotal. governments.\Ho ver,iiich policies do not

carry the force of law. In the :case of FATfa-xCounty, the policies
reflect a mature conSideration'of the problems and are backed by.the -1

_
supervisory administrative structure of county government.

, NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
d/1.

Privacy concerns the risk that record systems? which collect, hold,

and use data about people, can lead to the -abuse or misuse of data to

the risk of the individual. In part, the problem is a natural
outgrowth of the large, population'of the country, and, in part, the

consequence of the complex social life that,many individuals lead. A

third'factor involves citizen expectations of government, especially
those segments of society which expect direct benefits from governMent.

Collectively, such forces compel governments to collect data about
people for the daily conduct of business, such as monitoring of social

programs, law enforcement, and urban planning. Furthermore, natural

resources will have to be managed more efficiently in the future, at

every level of society. This implies careful management and careful
planning, each of which can require additional data.
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Underlying the. privacy issue arejundamental questions ,of
phil oosophy,and social change. One position.statei that no organization
has a right to data about'an individua.1 unless a genuine need exists
becauseof legislati'on or for the granting of some-Privilege, benefit,
or opportunity. A contrary position is that the individual with
"nothing to hide" should permit personal data to be made available to
any organization wanting it..This conflict of viewpoints.is complicated
by the basic Struggle of contemporary Society to achieve eproper
balance with computer technology which is' now pervasive throughout all
strata of the socio--economit structure in the United States.

Although many of the privacy problems are not new, modern
recordkeeping MadeposSibleby.computer technology has intensified..
them. Manual record systems cannot be ignored in the privacy issue., but
the computerbased syStems are demandingAe most attention..

..MOdern com uten technology makes possible record keeping:systems
of unprecede ed s .pe and scale. As a result, record practices that
have been,s cially -mceptable are now items.of acute Concern.
Paradoxica ly, comp ter technology is. an important aspect of a
solution. t make economically possible Tecord :keeping systems that
are much t" hter, such as:

ess to the record system and its data is
feguarded by automatic password and authorization
ocedures.

Dissemination of data is, carefully controlled to
authorized users.

Surveillance of all data activity--changes;
dissemination, updates--is monitored by automated
logging and audit processes.

Unauthorized copying of data is much morel, difficult.

In modern society, the individual is surrounded, influenced, and
in some ways controlled by-computer based record sybtems. In most
instances, persons do not have a legal right'to control information
held about them, and the question of data ownership, is unclear.
Organizations that hold records often behave as though the records are
their property for use as they choose.

Frequently, the individual is in the position of having provided
-data for one purpose, and thenfinding it being used fok a different
purpose or, in some-instances, being combined with data about him. from
other sources. Thus, a basic cpnflict exists between the need of
government for personal data to support longrange planning and .

efficient management and the need of individuals and organizations to
be protected against misuse of data and to have at least some control .

over its use. The individual is geneollymo match for state or local
govetnment in'this contest, nor is there a satisfactory legal basis on



which to' act
Thus, the general thrustof legislation is to assurethe

individuals of certain- privileges and rights concerning'their records.
The legislative:remedies seek a better balance between'ad.individual's

personal. 'privacy and the. totality of recordkeeping'*4tems.
Access to and privacy of data banks have become-iMiortantiasues,

partly because 'of .changes in societyi,and.partly because of legislative
actionS.:..For.eXample, the' Freedom of,InformStion Act of 1966, which

was amended in 1975, and the Federal.PrivaCy:Act of 1974-give the
citizen extensive' rights to examine and-challenge retordi and to exert
Some control over the use of'peraonal data in,systemi.:Operated by

federallagencies.. At least. four states have similar privacy

legislation, and many othershave'lays dealing with fre"eadmof=
information-and limited right 7to7privacyissues.,

The.Mostextensive experience at a. national level is in Sweden,
which has had privacy legislation since mid71973. The Swedish Data Act
applieg.to. all automated record systems in the country and is
administered` by, a Data'Inspectorate, The Inspectorate,. which is
'chaired by a: jurist, has full jurisdiction to License recor&systems, .

to issue regulations governing their operation, and'to.inspect them.

for compliance. - .

The State of Minnesota passed privacy legiSlation early ..in 1974,
and amendedthe. law in 1975.' The'MinneiotaAct covers both' manual and

aUtomated.systemssn&AsHadMinistered by the.COMmigsioner of
Administration. It applies only to computer systems run by the state
and local 'governments.

For the most-part,'however, experience with privacy legislation
in the .United States is just. .beginning. Thus,.many.of the intricacies"
and possible complications that.will arise from enforcement of data

access and privacy legislation are still poorly perceived: and not .

thoroughly understood. In the United States, legislation-affecting.
record syStems has imposed rules and constraints upon governmental
sector, but not the private sector. The legislation is applicable: to

both manual and automa ted systems.

ELEMENTS OE A WELL DRAWN'PLAN

A well drawn plan for Asuring the..privacY, security, and
confidentiality of data should contain the 'following elements: .

1. A provision for controlling the collection of data.

_2. A plan for technical safeguards to keep data secure.'
1

,-1_

3. A'plan for controlling access, to data, including an

individual's access to his record, and controlling,
sharing, 'and crossreferencing with other records.

4. A plan to,-keep sensitive daEaconfidential to protect
both private and, public interests.
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A plan for aasuring the integrity:of-the .data.

Within each 6T these elements are a number. of points that should

be considered in the'' ofan information system. They are:

'1. The plan for controlling the collection of data should
es ti abliSh standardsiwhich assure:

.

.
.

o Privacy and due Process for the 'individu 4 about whom
data isgollected..

The surrender of data isnot compulsor.

o Informed consent by. the individual surrendering data.

o Confidentiality of data.

o If disclostire o. f data is reqUired-by taw, -assurance

on nondisclosure-beyond the extent required by law;
advice to. the individual. of the extent of disClosure
.required by law, and the extent"Of disclosure in fact.
proposed prior to disclosure as minimal due process..

2.' The plarClor technical safeguards to keep data secure. must
Start with.ananalysis Of the threats against.the-system.

, Techniques for-offsetting the threats include: .

Hardware safeguards. such as memory protection and
_privileged mode of operation.

o Softwae safeguards such. asfile access controls,
password.prOtertiOn, and audit trail.e

..o . Procedural safeguards for suchthingi as restart and
recovery, preparation ofibadkup. files, and emergency
procedures'.

o .Physical safeguards such as fire protection, personnel
access control, locks, and television survelillance.

o Administrative and personnel/safeguards such as
control of personnel flow, assignment of personne
and creation of a security control office.

o Communigation safeguards/such as encryption, physically
hardened circuits, or use ofpacket networks.

3. A plan for providing access/should include,

o ublic' notice of theenature and use of personal data.
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Public notice of-the nature of computer systems-and
data. banks.

A provision to enforce individual rightsf access to

files.

The provision for an individual to correct inaccurate
data.

The plan to assure confidentiality of, data should define the
nature and scope of confidentiality bf data by private and

public interests:

The5. plan to maintain data integrityphould insure:

o Accuracy and reliability in. identification
entries to data subjects.

o t Correlation with accuracy by appropriate authentication
methodology (of the-subject with assigned file entries).

EMPHASIS OF PRIVACY LEGISLATION

_Privacy is concerned primarily with the protection of individuals
against harm that might occur as a result of misuse or abuse of personal,
detain some record system. Secondarily, it concerns the entire issue

of what personal data may be collected and by whom. Current legislation
emphasizes the first aspect, and thus, personal data can be divulged
only to persons with a need to 'kno.w.

Hence, the entire issue of computer security:and the access
'control that it forces on users of a record system is essent:alin

respipding.to-privacy. The, safeguards dstablished within a record
system are primarily intended to be effective against the malicious

person whb attempts to pirate something from the system, but assures

divulgence of data only to authorized recipients. In contrast, the
issue of privacy as to what personal data might be collected is
largely a matter of specific legislation that creates legal deterrents
}against the misuse of personal data by either-the organizationJitself,
or any of its employees.

Since privacy laws generally permit an individual access to his
record, special features need to be added to record systems beyond
those necessary for computer security. Thus,, privacy legislation will
irhpact the technical and administrative aspects of a record system.
The interface between security and privacy tends to occur at the level
of thie-user of the record system. On the one hand, the user faces

computer safeguards which control, and monitor access to personal
information which is necessary, in the performance of an4authoriied, job;

and, on thee other hand, the -user is confronted by citizens who seek

_under priacy law. to view their records, to challenge the contents, and

tobeassuredthatsuch,recordsare.usedonlyinacceptable ways.

of data
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.ASSESSMENT OF tkPTIONS FOR LOCAL CONTROL OF
PRIVACY, SECURI , AND CONFIDENTIALITY

When priVacy is assured through a policy. statement, it:is unlikely
to have the force of -law. Therefore, the penalties invoked for a
-breach are unlikely to be substantial. Moreover an internal policy may
not have much external visibility. From the point of view of the

..indiyidual citizen; a jurisdiction might be seen as not attending to a
substantial social issue, even though it has directed its attention to,
the matter, as..in the case of LOng Beach.

The panel questions the wisdom of an arrangement mherein'the same
department that is governed by a privacy policy is the enforcer of that
policy. A possible'hedge to.this criticism would result if 'an
interdepartmental..steering group, with adequate citiien'participatIon,
'monitored the enforcement' and functioning, of local government policy_i_

on privacy matters.
Another option .is to enact a focal ordinance that establishes' not .

only rules. for protecting privacy, but also the legal penalties for
infraction. Such a °loci]. ordinance could also establish either an
administrative.board or, a citizepls.board to monitor the functioning

\ of the- ordinance al-11 perhaps even to accept responsibility for critical
\dedisiOni about the use of, personal data. Charlotte and Wichita Falls

Are examples of this approach,
Charlktte, by .lotal nrdinance, provides-for a citizens'advisory

board that'is responsible for hearing complaints, monitoring the
perforManceof-city.departments,.and rendering. decisions when a
'matter is in oontest. . The panel found this ptocesi to be effective.
Alio, the board serves as an informal forum at which privacy. issues
can be publicly debated.- The .approach in Wichita Fails, although less

...devel6ped,:is equally promising.
third possibility is the delegation ofauthoriity from the.

.

federal or .state level ton local jurisdiction.. This, ossibility has
yet to occur, bUt',such authority, might'be delegated under the Privacy
.Act of'1974, especially'when local jurisdictions are responsible for
disbursing and managing federal Assistance funds. . .

SPECIALPROBLEM\UNIVERSALIDENTIFIER

The panel'would'be rethisi in its treatment of the privacy subject
Without'commenting on th related issue.of..the.use of a .Social

Security' Number (SSN)is as personal identifier:
There are'tWoespects.that-need to be distinguished. When

individuals interact with a record system, they identify themselves to
-It. In order to show that they're who they purport to be, it -is
common to authenticate .the asserted identification by asking for some
fact knownonly to the-record system and to the individual.in question.
'The timerhonored example of this identify-and-authenticate procedure is
the One.used by the banking systen,,in which the authenticator of the
bank customer is the mother's maiden-name.

In modern record systets that deal with large'numbers. of people,.a

t,
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serious proilem of assuring accurate identity exists- TherehaVe'been
some effortsto use a personal name plus,datend place of birth as a
unique, identifier, but even under this circumstance,occasional
instances. of -duplication occur. 'Clearly, othe combinations of
pexsonal.facts could- collectively be used as uni ue, personal
identifiers with. different personal .factsfor auth tication.
Currently, the qUestion of whether the United States should create a
system of unique personal identifiers for its population has not t-een.
Publicly debated., and hence no clear Public-position h s been
eStablished.

Because.a largd.part of the. population is required' federal law
to have an SSN,.and because no prohibition exists in fede al.law:
against using:the SSN for other purposes,, it has beuome.a facto,
quasi-standard identifier. %Unfortunately,ihoWever,'its tole is
'obscured because the aistinetion between,identification and
authentiCation is.notmade. SSN's role in the inte action
between an individual and a record system is'one of authentication; a .

persan'is identified by. name and-the record systemrequests an SN as

authentication: For interactions between record systems, the SO.
tends.to.become the primary' and sole identifier with no authentication
step involyed. Since much of 'public concern centers on the linking of
computerized data files from one record system with those of another,
it is thilast inter-ystedAise that is of major importance.

If the SSN were used only to authenticate an interaction between
an individual-and a record system, concern would be raised,
assuming, of course, that the issue of linking files was separately..

'controlled. However, if more than one record system associates the
same authenticator with an indiVidual who,appears in both, the
authenticator,e.g. the SSN, becomes an identifier for-the.purpOse of
linking separate files.

Thus, there. is a delicate issue of how to accurately identify an
individual to a record' system, while.. preserving the desired contrOl
over linking.f files among record systems: HnfortunatelY, no local
government or state, to the T

\,
ane s knowledge, has .deare satisfactorily

with this' problem.
The Privacy Act of 197 puts some restrictions: an-:the use of ,an

O ..H !.SSN. Section .VII provides t at "it shall be unlawful for any federal,
state, or local government a ency,to deny to_any individual any right,

.benefit, .or privilege provi d by law because of such individual's"
tefusal to disclose-his' Sot'al Security Account NUmbet." It further%
provides that "the provisions (of the previons,quote).ahall not apply..
with respect to any disclosu e . . q required by federal-Stattite_or
the disclosure of a Social Se urity NuMber to any federal, state, 'or N,

ideal agencY Maintaining a s stem of records in existence- and operating \ --.
'before January 1,..1975.,.if.s hAlsclosure was required under statute2
, or .regulation adopted pri to such dat to verify the .identity of 41N-
individual."'It.fdrther provides that "any ersl$ sate, or local
agen&y which yequests an individual to disclose s Social Security
Account NuMber shall inform that individual whether that disclosure is
mandatory or Voluntary, by What statutory or other. authority such
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number, is solicited, and what Uses will be made of'it."
With the phrAse "verify the identity of an individual," the law

in effect is speaking) to Authentication. AlthoUgh,there is a

Janu
' "grandfather" provision exempting systems that existed prior to

, ,

ary 1, 1975, t appears to apply only 'when the SSN is used in
the authentication role. The consequences of the language in Section
VII are not whblly'clear, but certainly any local jurisdiction
requesting an SSN-will have to disclose the authority under which the

,
number is solicited.

The present restrictions on the use of the SSN under the-i)riVacy
Act are the best stdpgap measure until the brogder issue of personal
identification, aUtheptication, and linking of files canbe addressed,
'It-remaind to be seen what rule will be imposed on local jurisdictions
by federal agencies, particularly when the SSN is used as an identifier
for individualsenr011ed in a social program supported by f deral funds,
but, administered at the local level.

,In any event, local, governments would be well advised to ecome
, informed about the issues surrounding use of the SSN. This w ld

include being aware of the -poSsible consequences regarding th
decisions in the use of the SSN, participating in state -leve
deliberations, and keeping-the public informed of deveropme s.

DEFINITIONS

For.clarity ofrdiscussiOng, the following definitions were adlopted

by the panel for terms related to computer-based -data.access, priyacy,
security, and confidentiality.'

1. 'Jurisdiction. i term for a municipality, county,.

incorporated area, town, or a-combination of these. Arich constitutes
the unit of'governmentwhicl establishes the legal norms in its

.:territory.' %

. , i ,

.

2. Privacy. (or persOnal privacy or information privacy); (1)
The,Iiiew that an individual' (and by extensiona.groupof individuals,
or an (institution, or all-of: society) must be eke to determineito
what extent information abouthim (or them) is communicated to.Ior used
by others;. (2) the protectiddtif-an individual (and by extension, a
group) against harm oirdaMage occuring, because information-about him
is ile1.015i'an-organrzationin a record SyStem;-. (3) the ptotec4ion of
an indiYidual "(or -class of individuals) againsi'UnWelcome, unfair,
improper,. or. excesive collection,oediSSeminatIonlof informatiOn or,.

I.

I

data.

3. !Organizational Privacy: The 0 otection'of data (typically
in a computer-based syste0 for t` .e use o one organization,- ors' by such
Others as it may authOrize, e.g. other individuala orgadizations,
agencies, or groups.

4. Confidentiality. (1) Status accorded to data. indicating
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that it is'seasitive andneeds to be protected againSt theft .or.
improper. use,. and may';',e'disseminated only to individuals or
organilations, authord (or privileged) to have it; (2) by extension,'
status accorded to data that reflects an undetstood agreement between
the, person tirnShing thp data and-the-person.or organization holdi

,

it that preac,69'...the *ote&tion to be provided. and the disseminat

and use-tob%emitted; (3) A legally recognized relation between.
''-\certain g.<4vidals -(e:g., lawyerclient) that privileges communication_
-between em from disclosure_0 court:.. (Sometimes, confidential data

is lega/ lly required 'to-'be 'given in exchange, for some benefit,

prtvilge, or-Opportunity; sometimes, it is voluntary given.)

,, -

, Computer Security. 'The measures required to (1.) protect a

computerbased system, including the hadware,. personneland data
c ;.against.deliberate Or accidental damage from a defined threat; (2)

'protect the system againat,denial7of7use.by rightfUl owner; (3)
prbtect,data.and/or programs and/Or system privileges against
,divulgence to or use by unauthorized persons. . %

6. Data Security. The safety of data from accidental or
intentional but unauthorized disclosure, modification, or destruction.

,

7. 1Data Integrity; The property ofbeing what a data element

41 thought tobe and therefore true and correct.
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Recoinirnendations,

L. Development and improvement of computer-based information
systems by local governments will continue over the next several
years.

Therefore, some process or mechanism, such as an
information systems resource center, needs to be
organized and directed' toward, an analysis of existing
cpproachea to 'information system development and
that information should be available to interested
local governments. Ideally, the center would. provide
information such as software, flow charts and diagrams,
and data base management systems suitable for transfer
or acluisition in order to give local governments the
range of alternatives that may best fulfill their needs
and requirements.

The panel concludes that, although the use of computers is
yidespread among local governmants, no central organization exists
from which local governments can Obtain assistance in determining
'alternative computer-based inforthay.ori systeis available to them.
The exchange that does take place is informal and dispersed both in
geography and time No persisting records of experiences (both good
and bad) is maintained; and no core of expertise 'is developed.. The
panel .considers these to be significant problems that restrict the
orderly de4elopment of information systems at the local level.

Because bf 'the inherent .advantages--such as reduced cost and
proven workshility--transfer informationnformation system ideas, concepts,
techniques, and even progriths is likely to increaseiamong local
governments in the foreseeable future. In the .pan'el's opiniont-

however, the transfer 'process will be limited and diporganized unless
some focal point for assistance, such as the inforthation-Systems
resource center, is established.

-2. Some local governments, especially intermediate and smaller
size units, may've .general assistance:and stimulation in assessing
what approach they can ,take in acquiring, computer technology.
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Therefore,- in conjunction with Recommendation 1, a national
transfer and systems dev.elopment capability needs to be
established to provide .seminars and workshops and to offer
continuing general' assistance to local governments in

information systems development.

Although Recommendations -1and 2 appear somewhat similar, there

Are important differendes.. The function of the resource center under
No. 1 would be toaarsemb.le and stay abreast of the vast and rapidly

changing body of:.knowledge7thatiA being generated regarding
innovative use of data processing and information systems in local

government. Th4 body of knowledge, when accumulated, would be
Available on a Centralized basis to local gOvernmenes.generally. The
distinctiim between the two recommendations is that not-all local'

governments!arealike in their capacity. to'understand.and!utilize
ootputertechnoLOgy: Thus, a resource center needi to have the
-,papability to inform and-assist those.localgovernments.which havea
interestjn'acquiring some systems capability, but do not knoW how 't

:proceed; or Are:likely to take steps that haye'prOvenunsatisfactorj,

or .unworkable elsewhere.

3. A basic problem that adversely:Affectsthe develOpmentof.
, information,systems:is the-differingperceptiOns:and'understandings
between the designers-and the lisers of the:system-the,elected
offiCials, manag4ra and department heads.

Therefore, therc needs to be an education program. to bridge
the gap between these two =important elements in information-

system development. The continuing education program could
.acquaint non-technical management and policy making officials
with data procesiing resources, and conversely, data systems
people with the-political and managerial functions of government.

This recommendation Atems frOm the generally recognized problem
that exists in the application of technology to meet non-technnlOgical

problems. The panel believes intensive, training courses and seminars
under contract from the Information Systems 'Resource! Center (distussed

under No: 1 and No. .2 above), could*make the application of computer
technology more effective in local sovernment operation, a management.

4. The'-transfer of proven computer -based applications appears

to be an;increasingly attractive technique ,by which. many local
:governments can adquire.information-systems Local governments are .'

recognizing that informationsYstems,are a meansto achieving greater
'management efficiency. .irthe face of declining resources. In addition,

the variety of systems that exist in local government has increased

substantially over the past few years. If modifications can be
minimized,transfer of lofrWare can result in considerable cost savings

compared; to developing software independently. The .prOcess of transfer

of, inforaiAtion systems, however-, is not well-Aocntentedzand understood.



Although enough successful :ansfers have taken place to.
demonstrate thi validity of that approach, none of the transfers, to -

the knowledge of the panel, has been documented in such a way as to be
of value to other.. local governmentS-desiring to follow a similar'course.
Also,transfer can be a complex. operation because of the many. ,

:combinations that are possible. Thus, if the development of information

.
systeMs"by'transfef Lf computer technology is to be effective, more
needs to'be known about the processs of transfer.

Therefore,funding ahould be provided for a series Of
dOcumented and monitored transfer experiments., The'
experiences should identify and record successful, as
well a's unsuccessful transfer- professes. eodel
transfer agreements or contracts TAtich could be
widely used by. local governments might also be

developed.'

The results of such experiences would -be -of invaluable assistance
to the proposed resource center in carrying out its responsibilities.

.

.-5. Analysis,of the costs and benefits of.information systems in
the visited by the'panel members was poorly' documented or',::"A
nonexistent. Further, Such analyses were:viewed'as being impractical
taski. This situation will not be long endured by the taxpaying
Public.

Therefore, any future federallyfund'hd_program in this field
should require the development of analysis procedures which
would provide the decisionmakers with a structured means .

-.1 for weighing coSts against:benefits, both quantitative and
qualitative. In addition, the study should determine the
transaction volume levels and other factors necessary to
support speCific applications.

Before making any financial commitments to develop an information
system, local governme"n"ts want to knoW the costs and the'benefits they

''.can expect. Evidence of how some units have undertaken cost/ benefit
analysis is .Presented,in Chapter 6. The subject needs intensive study,
to develop analy ical_measures and to identify levels of-effort, such
as Vollumc of tra sactionS, necessary -to justify specific computer
programs and specific hardware configurations.

(
6.:, The ability of the computer to collect, store, and retrieve

large'amounts of data,. including sensitive personal data, has. raised.
new problems for governments-in protecting personal privacy, and in,.

Maintaining security and confidentiality of personal data that is a

necessary part of!a local government information system. Mon.:over,

problems are being experienced in establishing satisfactory-policies
on access to information herd in government data banks. The.panel

concludes that the access and privacy issues will be of increasing
. .
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4.

concern to local governments.

Therefore, the information systems resource center '
should prepare background information on mechanisms-
available to the local jurisdiction for accommodating
the access and-,privacy issues. as they are seen'to,be
developing at federal', state and,local levels.; and
provide guidance regarding technical protective ,.

measures thithould be included .n any wall-designed
data systed. In .addition, a model local ordinance
should he developed that would attempt to reconcile
the inherent.conflicts that exist in implementing
the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy
Act provisions.

Finally, appropriate federal agencies could encourage progress
inysolving such problems by requiring a systems component and local
policy.or law foi handling these problems. These stipulations' could be
'required in using federal resourceS>to develop or expand a computer-
based municipe_ information system. .

,

, . .
.

.
.

. .

7. The exchange of*data.and the sharing of computer facilities .

among units of local government is not widespread. Yet, the potential
-:- s enOrmos for cost saving, nod for providing a more cooperative

approadh to solving problems of-mutual concern.
,

Therefore,: the. federal and -,Late governments should
. establish an inc,:ltivc! program for intergovernmental

cooperation im conjunction with the. use of federal
resources to develop.or improve information systems.

.,_

As stated in Chapter 8, the efforts to develop joint or regional.
information systems are far below what could be achieved. The panel
believes that the best approach to overcome the problem is by
incentives to encourage 'mutual cooperation in areas where collaboration'
among contiguous units of local government is likely to succeed.
Specifid requirements for mandated cooperation, on the other hand, are
less:likely to achieve the result desired.
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Study Methodology
.1

The USAC Support Panel divided its work into four, segments

according to the assignments given to it by the. Department of Housing
and Urba, Development. Those four 'assignment's were

1. Assess the cost/benefit aspects of the information-

',
communications systems and subsystems in the USAC Program.

2. Review the privacy,, security, confidentiality; and
information access aspects of the: program and identify the
major issue's raised by computerized information systeme.

3. Explore actions that might -be taken by HUD and the other
federal agency members of USAC to ensure maximum knowledge
and transferability of the USAC concepts..

4. Assess the use of information systems. across jurisdictional

boundaries.

The panel held a total of five general meetings.' The initial

meetings were ,devoted'to defining tGe scope of the study, and to
receiving briefings from HUD and city officials on the operation

1

of the USAC Program:
j
.Althoush the. panel functioned as a committee of the. whble.

thrioughout, at the second meeting the. members. were assigned to
subgroups according to the four tasks outlined above. From the

briefings and materials supplied to the panel, the fbur subgroups

.formulated issue papers which identified' key questions to,be answered
:during the site visits to the USAC cities,. At the third meeting, the.
questions were reviewed and finalized. The questions were used as. a
frameWork to proyide guidahce and coordination for the site visits .

whichfallowed,the third general meeting Each city received a Copy of

the questions prior to the site visits:
[

Inmost instances, each panel member visited'at least two USAC.

cities. During the site visits, discussions wereheld with elected
officials, city managers and their immediate staffs, departments heads,

and data processing personnel. The site visits were suppleMented by
trips to other non-USAG local governments. These trips were made by

individual panel members or small' groups,

Ir

.
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Aftbr each visit,' confidential trip repoit were prepared for 'the

use of the entire panel. The full panel met-again.after completion of
the site visits to discuss the results of each visit, to synthesize
its findings, and to prepare., its recommendations to the sponsoring
ageicy.,The group. prepared an outline for the final report and
members submitted written comments to be incorporSted into the final

docdMent. The final meeting completed tbe report and the list of

recommendations. )',
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